Mentor Radio M2115M/M2115B-XX Settings Sheet
Fax your completed sheet to 216-267-2915 or e-mail: jsadowski@mentorradio.com
Company:_________________________________________________________________________________
Contact/Name:_________________________________Phone:_______________________________________
Address:__________________________________________________________________________________
City:______________________________________________________State:__________Zip:______________
e-mail:____________________________________________________________________________________
Thank you for your interest in our products. Fill out this form to help us complete your quote/order. Please use this form to choose
how you would like the unit to operate. For questions that have boxes, circle your selections. Anywhere that denotes “Response:”
should be followed by your typed or written response to the question immediately before the quoted text.

1) M2115 Model:

M2115M

M2115B

M2115B-RM

M2115B-25

2) Answer only if Model M2115B, M2115B-RM, or M2115B-25 was selected.
a. Remote Interface?
If yes,
 Will there be remote channel selection?
 If so, how many channels will be remotely selectable?

Yes

No

Yes

No

_________ Channels

Explain in the space below how many remote controllers are desired, the color of each (beige or black), how far
away from the radio each will be, what type of microphone, and if remote frequency selection is desired
whether or not frequency control will be allowed for each unit. If there is an existing system, please explain
your current system in detail.
Response:

3) What frequencies will be pre-programmed into the radio? Up to 3 frequencies are included, additional
frequencies costs an additional $25. If more frequencies are needed than can be filled in here, just let us know.
Up to 255 channels may be programmed into the radio.
Ch #

Frequency

Ch #
MHz
MHz
MHz

Frequency

Ch #

Frequency

MHz
MHz
MHz

4) Is it desired to have Mentor Radio test the highest output power setting of each of the
pre-programmed frequency and provide a small report showcasing the results? This
service costs an additional $25.

MHz
MHz
MHz

Yes

No

5) What usernames and passwords will be desired? Creating a username/password locks unwanted access to
adding/deleting/editing channel frequencies and transmit power and resetting the software in the radio.
Usernames and passwords may contain any ASCII character from 1-10 characters in length.
Username

Password

Username

Password

Yes
6) Is an antenna needed for the radio?
a. What kind is needed (See www.mentorradio.com, accessories and antennas for options)?
___________________________________________

No

7) Is antenna cable needed (See www.mentorradio.com, accessories, cable for options)?
Length: _________________ ft
Type: __________________________
8) If there is an existing antenna and cable, what type of connection is desired on the radio? (Circle one)

SMA

BNC

UHF

TNC

OTHER:_________________

9) Will there be an external speaker or audio system that will be connected to the radio? Describe the system in
detail below. Include any interface details pertinent to the radio, e.g. type of audio connector, output audio
impedance, etc.
Response:

10) A handheld microphone is included with each radio. Other types of microphones are additional. Is another type
of microphone desired (Bluetooth, wired headset, desktop style, etc.) ? Please list.
Response:

11) Do you need a USB cable to talk to the radio? Our radios have the ability to interface to a PC, a
feature that is desirable if cloning the radio’s software. It needs a USB-A to USB-A cable to
interface to a PC.

Yes

No

12) If there is anything unique to this system? Meaning, is there some special function that is desired of an M2115
that is not covered in the rest of this document? Note that extra costs may be incurred do to NRE depending on
what is desired.
Response:

